Working in and with communities
About me

• CEO @NETWAYS, @ICINGA
• DevOpsDays Core Organizer
• From Nuremberg | Germany

@gethash
What is a community?
Communities are social units of any size that share common values and interests.
Communities are controlled by the people not by the leaders.
Communities can look different from the inside and the outside.
Sense of a community

PASSION LED US HERE
Valuable membership and real influence
Integration and fulfilment of needs
Shared emotional connection
Creation of a community
git init
git clone
Community building
The four stages of community building
Pseudocommunity
Emptiness
True community
Work in a community
As a member
Everyone is a member
“ALL IDEAS GROW OUT OF OTHER IDEAS.”

— ANISH KAPOOR
Be Flexible
New Members
Don’t be a redshirt
As a leader
Balance
Relax

chaos. german style.
Community maintenance
Maintenance methods
Talk, Talk, Talk
Transparency
Progress & Honor
Dealing with failures
Complains
Healthy community and further burnouts
Thank You

netways.de
netways.de/blog
github.com/netways

netways
netways
netways